Dishes Are Best

by Chris Bennie

I’m fond of cleaning. I like laundry, but dishes are best. Preparing
the sink, getting everything ready and wiping them clean in hot
soapy water is enjoyable to me.
My mother was fastidious about dishes. They were often done
before we were finished eating. I’d try to help, and she liked that,
but wouldn’t let me do the pots. Her influence remains, I’m one of
those tidy boys—and still hate pots.
I find stacking difficult. If I use the rack properly (i.e. plates placed
in a neat row from the back to front, cutlery in that smaller section
etc.) then I’m fine. Mostly things end up in random piles or spill
out onto the bench.
There’s a sense of the domestic about art. Not in a theoretical or
semiotic way, but as something that is regular—a ritual. We grow
accustomed to certain exhibitions. We look forward to them, and
for those who participate in them, revere or remember them with
nostalgia.
One of those exhibitions was The Graduate Art Show.
Affectionately known as The GAS. It was wonderfully popular,
and always had a great opening night. It’s been hosted by Griffith
University Art Gallery (GUAG) for as long as I can remember
and celebrates the finest graduates of any given year at the
Queensland College of Art (QCA). It was staged for the last time,
as far as I know in November 2014.
I used to work at GUAG. I was their Exhibitions and Public
Programs Officer for two years. It was a good job, but I prefer

teaching. I would pre-select GAS finalists and help them install
their work to a professional level.
GAS provided students their first institutional exhibition. I would
see finalists beam with pride - in an artsy/morose kind of way when they delivered their work. For some it marked the beginning
of a lifelong journey, a ritual of making and exhibiting. For others it
marked the end of their interest in art. Some students got gallery
representation because of it.
But, like the dishes, exhibitions get tiresome, routine. Not the
artwork—it’s generally dynamic and interesting. Art somehow
reflects our place in the world, in new ways, sometimes subtle
sometimes obtuse. To me that will always be profoundly
interesting.
Whenever I’ve been to a number of exhibitions at the same venue
I can’t help but consider them in terms of a production line. A new
show goes up, then comes down. It’s immediately replaced by
another show, which also eventually comes down. The context,
the gallery—its walls, ceiling and floor induces a sameness,
a regularity to the exhibitions that comes to overshadow any
transgression I thought art offered. GAS is not alone here. I get
the same sense at the Gallery of Modern Art, the University of
Queensland Art Museum and Institute of Modern Art, but I’m sure
this is equally likely anywhere in the world.
Do we lament the end of The GAS Art Prize? As a custodian of
the community, in particular the graduates of the Queensland
College of Art—perhaps yes. As a platform for new artists, whose

vision, sensibility and talent are clearly not dismissive—I would say
a decisive no!
This is an especially pertinent response with the emergence, in
2015, of The Laundry Artspace. A dynamic venue located under
a Queenslander-home in Brisbane, mostly in it’s laundry, but
sometimes spilling into its backyard or carport. It’s operated by
two Queensland College of Art (QCA) Honours Graduates: Aishla
Manning and Naomi O‘Reilly. They’ve hosted numerous exhibitions
and provide a viable alternative to existing venues within Brisbane’s
art ecology.
I know these women. I supervised them. I’ve seen them shine and
wallow. They had a rough time this year, but pulled through. We
had tense meetings but fun ones also. They produced significant
achievements in their writing and studio practice and they have
become hugely inspirational to me. I’m proud of their tenacity to
persevere, but I do get a sense they’re fed up with something—with
the institution perhaps, with its hierarchy, its staff; its patriarchy and
perhaps mostly, its ambivalence.
Because of that The Laundry is set to take the responsibility of
culture back into younger, and I dare say it, more savvy hands.
They are becoming known not only for the presentation of small
group and solo exhibitions, but also the unofficial appropriation and
re-staging of well known exhibitions/rituals; namely the churchie and
The GAS.
These are rituals that many people in our community have come to
appreciate. Not only students and alumni from Griffith University,
but emerging artists from around the country (the churchie) as well
as local business, stakeholders, and art patrons. The Laundry is
an astute project full of wit and intelligence, but it is also inclusive.
Maybe this is simply young fervour, or go-getting pragmatism.

Whatever it is, it’s good.
Their canny appropriation of the churchie national emerging art
prize, wryly called the laundrie, strategically borrowed the originals
marketing style and colour scheme. They offered an alternative
opportunity for churchie rejects (and in some cases finalists) to
exhibit work - those many hundreds of people who didn’t make it
into the 30 or so finalists - in a context devoid of stigma, hierarchy,
regularity or ritual.
Exhibitions like this are not new. In 1863, on account of the sheer
volume of paintings rejected into the Paris Salon, Emperor Napoleon
III, sensitive to public opinion, exhibited the refused pictures in a
separate wing of the Palace of Industry. Salon Des Refusal attracted
more than 1000 visitors a day inciting laughter and ridicule - over
works like Édouard Manet’s Déjeuner sur l’herbe and James McNeill
Whistler’s Symphony in White, No. 1: The White Girl.
Following the success of the laundrie national emerging art prize
and the news that GAS was canned, GAS leak will take the reigns
from GUAG and exhibit the work of QCA’s finest graduates. It offers
a monetary prize: first $20, second $10, third $5—presented as
notes on lanyards in the style of a traditional medal ceremony.
Despite this monetary incentive, I get the feeling The Laundry is
interested in something else. Aishla and Naomi pick up the pieces of
culture that the likes of Griffith University Art Gallery have dropped.
In so doing they orient a focus onto certain values, the core of
which seem to be community and context. Under their scrutiny and
sophisticated young gaze these values are proposed as healthy
forms for society. From the perspective of ritual and regularity in
which the production-like quality of institutional exhibitions becomes
problematic - a sentiment The Laundry appears to be acutely aware
of - what they are doing is immensely important.
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Jaala Alex

“I’m the girl with the body!”
2015
Dual-channel high definition digital video, sound
10:30 minutes

As a 25 year-old woman, I have
found myself at a time of inbetween-ness; no longer at the
age of 20 where experimentation,
light-heartedness and slip-ups
are celebrated and encouraged,
but not yet at the age of 30 where
responsibility and steadiness is
not simply expected, but also
necessary. As such, I have found
myself grappling with my place
in the world, my sense of self,
connectedness to my body, and
my relationship with feminism
as a young, female artist. In this
investigation I have chosen to
revisit moments in my childhood
that exude a strong, innate sense
of self, confidence, female-ness,
and empowerment through
re-enactment as a vehicle to
reinvigorate my own sense of
empowerment as a young woman.
A memory that remains clear is
a time when I was three or four
years old and would, unclothed,
climb upon a turned up chair and
as I would make my way to the top
I would throw my arms up in glee
and profess to the world around
me:, “I’m the girl with the body!”.

Pluto’s Satellites
2015
High definition digital video, sound
16:24 minutes

Adam Anderson
Pluto’s Satellites is a reconciliation/exploration of beauty, desire and selfesteem as they pertain to the abject queer body.

A simple way to (un)find myself
2015
Timber, waxed string, bessa block, clay, beeswax, paper, plaster, found
image.
100 x 72 x 11 cm

Hailey Atkins
This is a device for capturing awkwardness and confusion in space and
turning it into something not so bad.

Helen Bird
My practice aims to initiate interaction between the viewer and objects
in order to provoke questions of object function. In Trace Series 3,
the viewer’s attempt to engage and control the small, unpredictable
objects marks paper with ink. Thus a scenario is created that allows for
concentrated interaction to be freely explored.

Trace Series 3
2015
High definition digital video
1920 x 1080 pxl

Rhiannon Dionysius
The most common iteration of the twin-tailed siren is as Melusine, a
creature from medieval legend. According to this legend, Melusine was a
beautiful woman with a disturbing tendency to transform into a serpent from
the waist down while bathing; it is the discovery of this nature that always
resulted in calamity.

Plucked
2015
Glazed raku clay, recycled wood
40 x 30 cm

Lauren Edmonds
This work is part of an investigation into ways of creating interactive
objects that are able to critically engage participants to consider underlying
conditions of protest and social action performed on social media.

I dun good
2015
interactive object (cardboard, smartphone, app)
19 x 27 x 2 cm

Kristian Fracchia
The swimming block
2015
Graphite and charcoal
55 x 75 cm and 28 x 38 cm

The manly Aussie, what might
he look like? How might he act?
There are a number of images
that come to mind when we ask
these questions. Some might
recall the convict, bushman or
the digger. However, when I look
at the figure emerging through
my art practice and central to my
own experience, an image of the
sportsman emerges, in particular,
the swimmer. He is: tall and
muscular, clad in a rubbery cap,
goggles and skimpy trunks. He is
confident, physically skilled and
mentally strong. The body of work
that these two drawings are apart
of is driven by my own pursuit
of that good-looking swimmer’s
body and a personal struggle with
being expected to look and act
manly in a sporting environment.
When I recall the iconic image of
the Australian swimmer, I feel that
it does not adequately represent
the vulnerability or struggle that I
have experienced. My drawings
are determined to contribute to
a more nuanced engagement
with masculinity in the Aussie
swimmer.

Callum Galletly
a steel of possible
points of entry
flush through until
hinged grins
and blueberry buns
ask you
to leave

Cache
2015
Chain, flyscreen, dream, MDF, bolts
Variable

In this work Brookfield Fan Club (2015), I took household fans and potted
palms into the natural environment, and attempted to unify them through
movement. The fans then turn on in unison, activating the surrounds and
the inserted parlour palms; making the environment ‘dance’ just a little
more. The fans are not directly touching or acting upon the environment,
just mimicking and enhancing a natural process of air movement that is
already occurring. In this way, I relinquish a small amount of control over
the scenario, simply setting up the circumstance for the interaction. The
irony of the fans, designed to circulate air, in amongst potted plants in
an outdoor area with breeze, highlights the redundancy of the everyday
objects in such a setting and interrogates notions of authenticity or what is
truly ‘natural’.

Marisa Georgiou

Brookfield Fan Club
2015
Video Projection
Variable

Five Women
2015
oil on canvas
122 x 153 cm

Vrinda Gleeson
We live in a society where women’s
sensuality is implicated by a
representation of the naked female
body as an image atrophied, mediated
and consumed. As an artist I question
if posing can inform ideas about
allure or does it depend more on
who is looking, and where you are
standing? The project ‘Pose and
Otiose’ explores these questions
through women as artists and models.
The project focused on the act of
seduction as a metaphor to investigate
the relationship between actor and
spectator. I aimed to generate a
plurality and diversity in women’s
representation through different
mediums, line and pose. In this way
my practice is centred around the
relationship between the body and
painting to challenge words such as
sensuality and allure as ideas that are
prone to change and sometimes in
conflict.

Ree Hegh
I am a small elephant.
I don’t weigh much.
Put me next to something big and I seem even smaller.
If I’m down too low it’s hard to see me.
Same if I’m too high.
I’m a painting and probably won’t last long.
Maybe five years.

Elephant
2015
oil on board
12 x 8 cm

This video performance continues my investigation into the representation
of idealised states of human experience. Taking place at my parents’ horse
property in The Gap, my performance attempts to replicate a celebratory
gesture commonly used in stock photography to represent the personal
expression of ‘feeling good’. Attracting the interest of a local horse, the
gesture quickly loses its potential to be read as a genuine expression of
human emotion; instead producing a comedic effect as the horse gently
investigates what I’m doing.

Peter Kozak
Horse Free
2015
Single-channel video, sound
Variable

Aishla Manning
A white, water-filled balloon sits on a brick, it tugs and bounces on top of it.

A brick is balanced on three pink, water-filled balloons. An extended-whisktool prods and taps the balloons.
Tug
2015
High definition digital video
4:12 minutes

Wobble
2015
High definition digital video
2:28 minutes

Ally McKay
Measure the moment it takes to tie a thought together.
Can I let you go?
Knot Farewell
She used to gather and hide them.
Take the time to find them.
But what’s it worth now?
Where is the value in a life prolonged?
May I ask what’s it worth.
My practice is concerned with material poetics. My grandmother spent the
last year of her life mostly bedridden. This work is a personal expression
drawn from witnessing her decay.

keep together
2915
Handmade net with nails
Variable

Tess Mehonoshen
My work broadly focuses
on the relationship between
materiality and place,
examining the contemporary
phenomena of transient living
and the ensuing disconnection
that occurs. This installation
frames the capacity of the
gallery to act as site for either
interaction or alienation
occur. Viewers make direct
contact with the sourced
red clay, continually altering
the ephemeral material in
order to navigate the space.
This bodily reference serves
to highlight an individual’s
attachment to place by
exposing the prevailing
tension between rural and
urban environments.

Untitled (Floor Installation)
2015
Clay, cement, fabric
Dimensions to fit space

Sally Molloy
This work offers a sense of my non-indigenous perception of the australian
landscape that is complex, contradictory, awkward, and strange. it also
suggests a ‘way of knowing’ landscape that is same. in this work domestic,
kitsch, souvenir, natural, and painted representations of landscape comingle to suggest an acknowledgement of Australia’s colonial past, a sense
of unresolved non-indigenous connection to landscape, and a desire for
postcolonial futures.

strange being in desert with blob
2015
Found objects, gum blossom, and oil on board
80 x 80 cm

Annelize Mulder
I investigate memory and the architectural space in a quest to contextualise
the trauma of migration. An obsessive miniature re-creation of a childhood
room (15 Rooms), allowed the articulation of prominent memories. Set in a
politically turbulent time in South African history, memories of the specific
space signifies a sanctuary amidst the chaos. The psychological push
and pull between the real, the imaginary and the longing for the familiar is
indicative of the struggle the migrant faces.

15 Rooms
2015
Cardboard, foam board, sound
10.8 x 13.5 x 15.5 cm each, sound 4:02 minutes

Jessie Nash
Exploring the contrast of primal and soft erotic emotion within sexual
unity, through self portraiture. Using autoerotic mark making to reference
sexuality and contrast the somewhat mundane subject matter, of a face.
Both works were completed as a part of my graduating body of work, which
referenced and explored the human need for sex; one tangent which was
explored was the way in which this human need has infiltrated society and
our everyday media. Platforms that were once, or aim to be, considered
merely peer-to-peer platforms, are in fact subtle reflections of societies
confident drive for a somewhat easily accessible and trustworthy place of
erotica.

Omegle Study #21; My Omegle Partner and Me
2015
Oil on board
30 x 30 cm and 15 x 15 cm

Breath: Beating
2015
High definition digital video diptych projected onto suspended fabric
Sight specific installation

Naomi O'Reilly
ba boom
breathe in
ba boom
breathe out
ba boom
breathe in
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breathe out
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breathe out
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Sarah Poulgrain
Elizabeth Bennet.................................................Jennifer Ehle
Fitzwilliam Darcy..................................................Colin Firth
Jane Bennet.........................................................Susannah Harker
Lydia Bennet........................................................Julia Sawalha
Mrs Bennet...........................................................Alison Steadman
Mr Bennet.............................................................Benjamin Whitrow
Charles Bingley.....................................................Crispin Bonham-Carter
Kitty Bennet...........................................................Polly Maberly
Mary Bennet..........................................................Lucy Briers
Caroline Bingley....................................................Anna Chancellor
Louisa Hurst..........................................................Lucy Robinson
Pride and Prejudice Busts
2015
Acrylic on clay, Series of 16
Variable

George Wickham...................................................Adrian Lukis
William Collins.......................................................David Bamber
Lady Catherine De Bourgh....................................Barbara Leigh-Hunt
Georgiana Darcy....................................................Emilia Fox

Marc Pricop
Huon Pine
2015
Digital inkjet photographic print, photo rag pearl
60 x 60 cm

“If sorrow and beauty are all tied up together, then perhaps maturity brings
with it not what Nabhan calls abstraction, but an aesthetic sense that
partially redeems the losses time brings and finds beauty in the faraway.”
– Rebecca Solnit, Field Guide to Getting Lost
These photographs were made upon returning to my hometown of
Queenstown, on the West Coast of Tasmania. A sleepy mining town
that wears the scars of its history in the walls of the valley it dwells in,
Queenstown has become the backdrop for a personal exploration of
memory, time and what it means to go home.

An Easy Way In
2015
Ink on magnani paper
60 x 60 cm

Aish SafFIgna
A possible entry
into it’s posthumous
light leaves a door
with a bell, without
a key, or a knob
I know it’s a lot to
hear right now,
Edmund, but I
swear to you: do
not be alarmed
A possible entry
into it’s posthumous
light, leaves a door
with a bell, without
a key or a knob
Words are
wordless when
one does not know
how one would use
them. What would
words look like to
someone without
a sense, purpose,
place or use for
them?

Cosima Scales
This painting is one of a group of works made using collages as reference,
blending real estate photography and snapshot photographs of wilderness
to build imagined landscapes. Combining this imagery is an attempt to draw
attention to incompatible desires for the stability of a suburban home and
the experience of remote natural environments. This tension is reflected
in the near abstraction of elements in the painting, competing with the
otherwise representational nature of the work.

Untitled
2015
Oil on board
60 x 40 cm

Matthew Sneesby
My practice addresses conversations of the role of paint in contemporary
visual culture and its capacity to produce compelling and captivating
surfaces. Through a process of altering, diluting and simplifying, my
practice attempts to present painting as an active sensory experience
rather than an inert scenic or pictorial representation, alluding to the
phenomenological experience of painting. I intend to activate the audience
by modifying preconceptions and expectations of traditional painting,
transforming the medium of paint from a mere surface into sense.
This series of paintings use methods of layering to create rich surfaces that
on first approach appear black. As time is spent with these works, the eye
adjusts to reveal each painting’s specific colour. From behind the board
these works emit a halo of colour that corresponds with the colour of the
surface.

Untitled (Blue)
2015
Oil on Board
60 x 90 cm

Anya Swan
When I moved out of home my parents replaced me with dogs.

End Box II
2015
Paperpulp, fibreglass resin, polyclay, plywood, acrylic
30 x 65 x 82cm

Rachael Tanner
Ear Foot and Dishwasher
2015
100 x 100cm
Projection Photo
This image is post
phenomenal, created
to symbol sound
and its experiential
nature. The process
to discovering sound
as an experiential
phenomenon is
to use the textural
qualities of sound
as a focus point for
listening. This focus
on the texture of
sound has becomes
the tool and product
for this pixelated
artistic production.

Chloe Waters
“The Young-Girl is never satisfied with her submission to consumer
metaphysics, with the docility of her entire being, and obviously of her
entire body, to the norms of the Spectacle. This is why she displays the
need to exhibit it.” - Tiqqun, 2012.

All by Myself(ie)
2015
Video projection onto paper
200 x 120cm
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